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Abstract. Patterned mask inspection for an etched multilayer (ML) extreme ultraviolet mask was investigated. In order to optimize the mask structure from the standpoint of a pattern inspection the mask structure not only from the standpoint of a pattern inspection by using a projection electron microscope but also by using a projection electron microscope but also by considering the other fabrication processes using electron beam techniques such as critical dimension metrology and mask repair, we employed a conductive layer between the ML and substrate. By measuring the secondary electron emission coefficients of the candidate materials for the conductive layer, we evaluated the image contrast and the influence of the charging effect. In the cases of 40-pair ML, 16-nm-sized extrusion and intrusion defects were found to be detectable more than 10 sigma in half pitch 44, 40, and 32 nm line-and-space patterns. Reducing 40-pair ML to 20-pair ML degraded the image contrast and the defect detectability. However, by selecting B₄C as a conductive layer, 16-nm-sized defects and etching residues remained detectable. The 16-nm-sized defects were also detected after the etched part was refilled with Si. A double-layer structure with 2.5-nm-thick B₄C on metal film used as a conductive layer was found to have sufficient conductivity and also was found to be free from the surface charging effect and influence of native oxide. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
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1 Introduction

Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is the most advanced lithographic technology to fabricate 1× nm node devices. Pattern size shrinkage to ~10 nm requires an exposure tool with a higher numerical aperture (NA), and the high NA leads to an increase in the chief ray angle (CRA) of EUV light as shown in Fig. 1(a).¹ As a result, mask threedimensional effects, such as the shadowing effect, become larger with a conventional stacked absorber-type EUV mask structure [Fig. 1(b)],² and thus, the lithography process margin decreases. Recently, Kamo et al. proposed that the binary etched multilayer (ML) mask is very effective to overcome this issue as shown in Fig. 1(c).³⁻⁶

Moreover, Kim et al. also confirmed this observation by numerical analysis.⁷,⁸ However, the mask structure should be taken into account when dealing with the mask fabrication processes, such as patterned mask inspection,⁹,¹⁰ critical dimension measurement (CD metrology),¹¹,¹² mask repair,¹³,¹⁴ and cleaning.¹⁵ Takai et al. reported that the reduction of the ML stack down to 20 pairs effectively avoided the collapse of the lines by the cleaning process.¹⁶ However, patterned mask inspection, CD metrology, and repair of this mask structure continue to pose challenges that need to be addressed. In these processes, electron beam (EB) techniques are often used; therefore, charging effects tend to cause some degradation of process accuracy. Takai et al. also reported that a conductive layer between the SiO₂ substrate [or some low thermal expansion material (LTEM)] and ML was effective to avoid an electrical floating of the EUV mask inside a black border of etched ML. With this approach, the EB image quality of the mask was effectively improved.¹⁷ As a result, the repeatability of metrology and the sensitivity of inspection for this type of EUV mask were also improved.¹⁸ However, the optimization of the material and structure of the conductive layer is critical, because this issue should be studied with taking into account the conductivity, durability for cleaning, oxidation, roughness, and etching selectivity of the material and the impact on the image contrast. We have learned that the image contrast is determined by the secondary electron emission coefficients (SEECs) of materials that the EUV mask is composed of and by the geometries involved. They also influence the defect detection sensitivity of a projection electron microscope (PEM) inspection system.²¹⁻²⁵ The PEM has the advantage of a much higher throughput than what is achievable in the case of a conventional scanning electron microscope (SEM) type inspection system.²⁶,⁻₂⁷ That is because PEM probes a sample target with large field illumination, whereas SEM probes a sample with a spot beam. In this paper, we investigated the defect detectability of etched ML-EUV masks, and we propose a better and more feasible structure, which would improve the processing accuracy in working with EB systems.

2 Experimental

Candidate materials to serve as the conductive layers were selected among the familiar materials used in photomasks, TaN, Ru, CrN, TiN, and Si are materials commonly used in EUV and conventional photomasks. B₄C is also widely studied as an interdiffusion barrier between Mo and Si for EUV reflective ML mirrors,²⁸ and as a capping layer of the...
In order to evaluate the PEM image contrast of a line-and-space (L/S) pattern, the SEECs of these materials with 100 nm thickness deposited on quartz substrates were measured using a specially designed scanning Auger microscope. It should be noted that the obtained data were measured in as-is (as-deposited) conditions, with their native oxide films on their surface, in order to demonstrate the actual mask surface condition. The electrical resistivities of these films were measured by a four-point probe method with 0.3 mm spacings between the neighboring probes. In order to evaluate the defect detection sensitivity of a PEM inspection system, simulated PEM images were obtained using a CHARIOT Monte Carlo software (Abeam Technologies Inc.). The simulated PEM images take into account the characteristics of electron imaging optics, such as their aberrations, electron transmittance, and aperture stops, because these images are obtained at a conjugate image plane of the real electron transmittance, and aperture stops, because these characteristics of electron imaging optics, such as their aberrations, electron transmittance, and aperture stops, because these images are obtained at a conjugate image plane of the real application.

For these simulations, the illumination and image acquisition is described elsewhere. In order to define the sensitivity of defect detection, we identified the signal intensity in the difference image with more than 10 times the intensity of the standard deviation of the background intensity levels as a defect (10σ). Image processing operations were applied to the simulated image to enhance the to enhance the detect defect signal intensities. The image contrast of the L/S pattern is expressed as a modulation transfer function (MTF), defined as [(maximum value − minimum value)/(maximum value + minimum value)].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Analysis of the Secondary Electron Emission Coefficients of Utilized Materials and Their Impacts on Projection Electron Microscope Image Contrast

Figure 2(a) shows the experimentally obtained SEECs of TaN, CrN, TiN, Si, B₄C films, and Ru-capped ML. The SEEC curves of CrN and TiN are almost identical, and the overall SEECs of B₄C is the lowest among all these materials. These results make sense because the SEEC increases with the atomic number Z in general. We have learned that the SEEC difference between lines and spaces determines the gray level difference of the captured images corresponding to the material contrasts. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the SEEC difference between ML and B₄C turns out to be the largest. In the case of TaN, the SEEC difference shows a negative value because the SEECs of TaN is larger than those of ML. This result indicates that the combination of Ru-capped ML and TaN exhibits the image contrast reversal as compared with the other materials.

The image contrast is also affected by the sample geometry. Especially for the etched ML mask, the aspect ratio of the L/S pattern is considerably high, as shown in Fig. 3.

The secondary electrons (SEs) generated from the bottom of the space are blocked by the sidewalls of the lines. Therefore, the SE signals from the space decrease as the aspect ratio becomes high. Hence, this effect enhances the L/S pattern image contrast when the SEEC of the space material (conductive layer) is lower than that of ML.

Figure 4 shows the apparent SEEC and SEEC difference change of a high aspect ratio pattern on the Si layer. SEEC itself is one of the physical constants. However, a decrease in the SE signals from the bottom of the space can be considered as an apparent SEEC decrease for a better understanding of the phenomenon. As the percentage of the SE signals from the bottom decreases, the apparent SEEC becomes low as shown in Fig. 4(a); while the apparent SEEC difference between ML and Si increases, and the peak of the curve is shifted to the lower incident beam energy as shown in Fig. 4(b). These results indicate that as the aspect ratio becomes high, the optimal incident beam energy to obtain the highest image contrast becomes low. Furthermore, when
the SE signal from the bottom is extremely low (1%), the SEEC difference curve becomes identical to the SEEC curve of ML. As a result, the optimal condition is determined by the peak of the ML. This result is in good agreement with our previous work for the investigation of the optimal incident beam energy to detect the small intrusion defect. In order to confirm the impact of the conductive layer on the image contrast, simulated PEM images were obtained using a sample structure with an hp 40 nm L/S pattern in 40-pair ML on various conductive layers as shown in Fig. 5. Incident beam energy of 300 eV creates the most sensitive condition for defect detection in this sample geometry. In the case of Ru, the L/S pattern is hardly identifiable in spite of the high aspect ratio of 7.2 because the material contrast between Ru-capped ML and Ru conductive layer is very low. Moreover, the MTF of the TaN sample is lower than that of the Ru one because the higher SEEC of TaN cancels out the effect of a high aspect ratio.

On the other hand, by reducing 40-pair ML to 20-pair ML, the MTF value of the TaN sample increases, and the contrast of the L/S pattern is reversed as compared with the CrN, Si, and B\(_4\)C samples as shown in Fig. 6. These image contrasts correspond to their material contrasts derived from the SEEC curves as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the MTF values of Si and B\(_4\)C show a significant difference for the case with 20-pair ML (0.22 and 0.25, respectively), whereas the values for the case with 40-pair ML are about the same (0.26 and 0.25, respectively). These results indicate that the conductive layer underlying 20-pair ML has a greater impact on the EB image contrast than in the case of 40-pair ML, and that the B\(_4\)C sample has the highest image contrast of the L/S pattern. It is also noted that the optimal incident beam energy for defect detection in the geometry of 20-pair-ML is higher than that of the 40-pair ML, due to an increase in the percentage of the detectable SEs from the conductive layer as shown in Fig. 4(b).

![Fig. 2](image_url) (a) Experimentally obtained SEECs of 100-nm-thick TaN, CrN, TiN, Si, B\(_4\)C films, and Ru-capped ML, and (b) their experimental SEEC difference (which was calculated by subtracting SEECs of these thin films from that of the Ru-capped ML), as functions of incident beam energy. All the materials were measured in as-is conditions.

![Fig. 3](image_url) Schematic illustrations of SEs from the bottom of the etched ML mask with hp (a) 44 nm, (b) 40 nm, and (c) 32 nm L/S patterns in 40-pair ML, and (d) 40 nm L/S pattern in 20-pair ML. The aspect ratios of the L/S patterns are 6.5, 7.2, 9.0, and 3.7, respectively.
Investigation of the Impact of Aspect Ratio and Conductive Layer on Defect Detectability

In order to investigate the impact of the aspect ratio and conductive layer on the defect detectability of a PEM inspection system for etched ML-EUV masks, a die-to-die inspection is demonstrated using simulated PEM images with and without defects. Figure 7 shows the difference images for the cases of a 40-pair ML on an Si layer. A set of extrusion and intrusion defects with 22 and 16 nm sizes are detected more than $10\sigma$ in all the cases of hp 44, 40, and 32 nm L/S patterns. As shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), their aspect ratios are 6.5, 7.2, and 9.0, respectively. The illumination and the imaging systems used for this simulation are designed for an hp 64 nm L/S pattern (hp 16 nm on wafer). Therefore the spatial resolution is not sufficient for smaller hp L/S patterns, such as less than hp 40 nm (hp 10 nm on wafer). Thus, the defect detection sensitivity degrades along with the pattern size shrink in spite of the increase of aspect ratio. We have learned that the spatial resolution has a great impact on the defect detectability, especially for small defects. In order to increase the detectability, the spatial resolution needs to be improved, and we are now developing a new PEM inspection system designed for 11 nm node.

Figure 8 shows the difference images for the cases of 20-pair ML with an hp 40 nm L/S pattern on various conductive layers. By reducing 40-pair ML to 20-pair ML, 16-nm-sized extrusion defects on the Si layer become undetectable. Only in the case of the $B_4C$ sample, 16-nm-sized extrusion defects are detected more than $10\sigma$. These results indicate that the selection of a conductive layer with higher material contrast is critical for high sensitivity pattern inspection of an etched 20-pair ML EUV mask. In order to confirm the threshold level for defect detection, the difference images with various threshold levels are shown in Fig. 9. In the case of $5\sigma$, a 16 nm extrusion defect is detected even on Si, but...
some false defects are also observed in all samples. On increasing the threshold, the false defects decrease, and then, in the case of $10\sigma$, a 16-nm-sized extrusion defect is detected without any false defects on the $B_4C$ sample. This result indicates that $10\sigma$ is the required condition for inspection without false defects.

In order to prevent any oxidation of the etched part, several researchers proposed that the etched part be replaced by other materials as shown in Fig. 10. In this study, Si is filled up to the same level as the Ru capping layer. In this case also, 16- and 22-nm-sized extrusion and intrusion defects are detected.

It is to be noted that the optimal incident beam energy (600 eV) is different from the case of the as-etched (before Si is filled with the etched part) mask (500 eV). This energy

![Fig. 7](image1.png)

**Fig. 7** (a) Top view of the schematic illustration of etched 40-pair-ML EUV mask with defects, and simulated difference images of (b) $hp\ 44$, (c) $hp\ 40$, and (d) $hp\ 32$ nm L/S patterns on the conductive layer of Si.

![Fig. 8](image2.png)

**Fig. 8** Simulated difference images using etched 20-pair-ML EUV mask with $hp\ 40$ nm L/S pattern on the conductive layers of (a) CrN or TiN, (b) Si, (c) $B_4C$, and (d) TaN.

![Fig. 9](image3.png)

**Fig. 9** Simulated difference images using etched 20-pair-ML EUV mask with $hp\ 40$ nm L/S pattern on the conductive layers of (a) CrN or TiN, (b) Si, and (c) $B_4C$ with various threshold levels.

![Fig. 10](image4.png)

**Fig. 10** (a) Cross-sectional and (b) top view of the schematic illustration of the etched 20-pair-ML EUV mask with its spaces filled with Si, and (c) the simulated difference image. The incident beam energy is 600 eV.
shift can be explained by using Fig. 4(b). When the surface of Si is leveled with that of the ML, the SEs from the Si reach the detector without being blocked by the sidewalls of the trench [the case of 100% in Fig. 4(b)]. Therefore, the optimal condition is shifted toward the higher energy. It is also noteworthy that the 16-nm-sized extrusion defect is detected in the refilled structure, whereas the same defect is not detected in the Si conductive layer as shown in Fig. 8(b). However, the SEEC difference for the case of 100% (refilled structure) is lower than that of the 80% (40-pair ML as-etched). This phenomenon can be explained by the electron scattering near the edge of the etched ML. In the case of the as-etched structure, strongly scattered electrons near the edge become a source of noise, and they degrade the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the defect signal. On the other hand, in the case of the refilled structure, no such electron scattering is encountered since in this case the surface happens to be flat. Hence, the SNR of the defect signal is improved. A detailed explanation of the phenomena was described earlier.24

By using a B$_4$C conductive layer, a residual-type defect (etching residue)21,35,36 can also be detected with high sensitivity. However, the sensitivity depends on the surface material of the etching residue as shown in Fig. 11. When the surface of the defect is covered by Mo, only the 5-nm-thick defect is detectable, whereas in the case of Si, even a 10-nm-thick defect cannot be detected. This is because the SEEC difference between Mo and B$_4$C is much larger than that between Si and B$_4$C as shown in Fig. 12.

In the case of the real defect, the surface of the defect is often not flat but shows some slopes. Therefore, in most cases, both Mo and Si appear on the defect’s surface. Hence, most of the real residual-type defects can be detected.

### 3.3 Analysis of Electrical Conductivity and Charging Effect of the Candidate Materials

In order to investigate the electrical conductivity and surface charging effect of the candidate materials, electrical resistivity and the dependence of beam probe current on the SEEC are evaluated. Table 1 shows the resistivity of the candidate materials with various structures. TiN, CrN, and TaN have good conductivities. In the case of Si, the resistivity of p- or n-type crystal Si is known as $1.0 \times 10^{-4}$ to $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ Ωcm. However, crystal layers are hardly grown on noncrystalline substrates such as quartz and LTEM. Especially for the case of sputtered films, amorphous Si with high resistivity tends to be deposited. On the other hand, B$_4$C with 100 nm has a comparatively good conductivity, but the electric resistance of 5-nm-thick B$_4$C film on SiO$_2$ substrate goes up to an unmeasurable level. From the standpoint of EB repair technique, a resistivity should be as low as possible to demonstrate the precise repair process.16,17 These results show that an Si conductive layer has a technical problem with deposition onto photomask substrates, and a B$_4$C film does not seem to be sufficiently conductive to maximize the accuracy.

![Fig. 11](image1.png)

**Fig. 11** (a) Cross-sectional and (b) top view of the schematic illustration of the etched 20-pair-ML EUV mask with etching residues, and (c) the simulated difference image on the conductive layers of B$_4$C. The surfaces of the etching residues with their thicknesses of 1, 5, and 10 nm are covered by Si, Mo, and Si, respectively.

![Fig. 12](image2.png)

**Fig. 12** Experimentally obtained SEEC difference between Mo and B$_4$C, and between Si and B$_4$C. The surfaces of Mo and Si are covered by their native oxide.

### Table 1 Electrical resistivity of the candidate layers (Ωcm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ωcm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiN</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrN</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaN</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doped crystal Si</td>
<td>$\sim 1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-Si</td>
<td>Unmeasurable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B$_4$C (5 nm)</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B$_4$C (5 nm)</td>
<td>Unmeasurable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 nm B$_4$C on metal film</td>
<td>$&lt;5.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the repair process and CD metrology, and the sensitivity of pattern inspection. In order to maximize the effect of low SEEC and electrical conductivity, a conductive layer with a double-layer structure with a 2.5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ on metal film is proposed. The resistivity of this type of conductive layer is better than those of TiN, CrN, and TaN. In order to reconfirm the conductivity and investigate the effect of surface charging when the electron beam is irradiated, the dependence of the beam current on the SEEC changes was examined for the three types of $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ samples as shown in Fig. 13.

The SEECs of 100-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film and 2.5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ on metal film remain almost constant as the incident electron beam current increases. On the other hand, the SEEC of the 5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film shows a significant decrease with the increasing beam current because the emitted SEs return back to the sample surface due to the strong positive charges involved as shown in Fig. 14.\textsuperscript{24,37,38}

When the $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film is sufficiently thick, the injected electrons or generated holes can be discharged through the thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film. However, these charges are stored in the thin $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film due to its extreme high resistance. On the other hand, in the case of the double-layer structure, the charges are discharged along with the underlying metal film. We have already reported that the SEEC of the nondoped Si layer with the resistivity of $\gtrsim 1000 \, \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$ shows a similar decrease along with the increasing beam current, whereas the SEECs of the Ru-capped ML remain almost constant.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, the lateral and vertical conductivities of Ru-capped ML were empirically known to be sufficiently high to avoid any charging effect in spite of 4-nm-thick sputtered Si layers being included.\textsuperscript{20} These results indicate that the charging effect attributed to the 2.5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ is negligibly small, and the SE signal from the double structured conductive layer is not changed regardless of the electron dosage.

### 3.4 Other Items to Be Taken into Account in Selecting the Conductive Layer

In order to select the conductive layer, the following “other” items are to be taken into account: (1) influence of native oxide, (2) etching selectivity, and (3) phase defects.

![Fig. 13](image-url)  Experimentally obtained SEECs of 100-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film, 2.5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ on metal film, and 5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film as functions of primary electron current with a beam energy of 200 eV (the maximum values of their yield curves). Diameter of the focused incident beam was estimated to be $\sim 1.2 \, \mu\text{m}$ at 2 nA with 200 eV.

![Fig. 14](image-url)  Schematic explanations of the charging and discharging effects for the samples: (a) 100-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film, (b) 2.5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ on metal film, and (c) 5-nm-thick $\text{B}_4\text{C}$ film.

![Fig. 15](image-url)  Schematic explanations of (a1) and (a2) influence of native oxide, (b) etching selectivity, and (c) phase defects.
oxide, (2) etching selectivity, and (3) additional phase defects.

i. If the native oxide is thicker than the conductive layer, patterns become electrically floating as shown in Fig. 15(a1). On the other hand, if the native oxide is thinner than the conductive layer, the native oxide does not affect the mask conductivity but does affect the surface charging as shown in Fig. 15(a2). However, if the metal film is capped by B$_4$C, the conductive layer is not affected by the native oxide. Hence, the question of native oxide can be resolved by using the double-layer structure with 2.5-nm-thick B$_4$C on metal film.

ii. The conductive layer should play the role of an etch stop layer of a dry etch process. The ML is composed of Si and Mo; therefore, Si is not adequate for the conductive layer from the standpoint of etching selectivity as shown in Fig. 15(b). B$_4$C is known as a very stable component and has strong chemical and mechanical resistance. However, the etching selectivity against ML should be confirmed, or the appropriate etching condition should be studied.

iii. Additional phase defects derived from the conductive layer should be suppressed. The phase defect is one of the issues to be addressed on EUV masks. Pit or bump defects on the mask substrate, and particles attached before and during the deposition process of ML, are the origins of phase defects as shown in Fig. 15(c). The influence of the conductive layer on the increase or decrease of phase defect should be investigated.

4 Summary and Conclusions

Patterned mask inspection for an etched ML-EUV mask was investigated. In order to optimize the mask structure not only from the standpoint of a pattern inspection using PEM but also considering other fabrication processes using EB technique such as CD metrology and mask repair, we focus on a conductive layer between the ML and substrate. Candidate materials to serve as the conductive layer were selected from the familiar materials used in photomasks, such as TaN, Ru, CrN, TiN, Si, and B$_4$C. By measuring the SEECCs of the candidate materials for the conductive layer, the combination of B$_4$C conductive layer and Ru-capped ML was found to have the best pattern image contrast due to its highest SEEC difference. In the cases of 40-pair ML, 16-nm-sized extrusion and intrusion defects were found to be detectable more than 10σ in hp 44, 40, and 32 nm L/S patterns. Although reduction of 40-pair ML to 20-pair ML degraded the image contrast and the defect detectability, 16-nm-sized defects remained detectable in the case of B$_4$C sample. These defects were detected after the etched part was refilled with Si. Moreover, the simulation shows a high sensitivity for detecting the residual-type defects (etching residues). In order to maximize the effect of low SEECC and electrical conductivity, a double-layer structured conductive layer with 2.5-nm-thick B$_4$C on metal film was proposed. This conductive layer was found to have sufficient conductivity ($<5.4 \times 10^{-3}$ 4cm) and also was found to be free from the surface charging effect and any influence of native oxide.
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